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       Dependable offers professional 
grade self-leveling underlayments 
designed to ensure every installer 
delivers a superior subfloor for 
virtually any finished flooring material. 

From traditional calcium aluminate 
products to innovative hybrid 
gypsum technology: Dependable 
offers a solution to the wide variety 
of challenges faced by contractors.  

Self-Leveling Underlayments
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Self-Leveling Underlayment Products

Skimflow® NP
Premium Hybrid Gypsum Self-Leveling Underlayment
  
Skimflow NP (No Problem) was engineered to solve any leveling project. NP offers the 
flowability to handle thin commercial applications over concrete, and the stability for thick 
pours over wood. 

Skimflow NP is designed with no-shrink hybrid technology to ensure durable underlayments 
that exhibit class leading volume stability for life, facilitating a pristine finish on every floor. 
No profile required, guaranteeing a superior installation and outcome - no problem.   
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Skimflow® LCB
Fiber Reinforced Self-Leveling Underlayment
  
Skimflow LCB (Liquid Cement Board) is a fiber reinforced product designed specifically for 
use over wood. LCB was engineered with tremendous flexural strength to handle any subfloor 
movements to ensure a durable bond, and a lasting subfloor. With LCB, no additional mesh is 
required. Mix, place, dry – and your wood subfloor is fortified and strengthened for any 
finished floor material.   

Skimflow® LP
Hybrid Gypsum Hydraulic Cement Self-Leveling Underlayment
  
Skimflow LP is designed to address out of level or old damaged floors in residential, commer-
cial, institutional and renovation environments. SKIMFLOW LP dries to a smooth hard surface 
that facilitates rapid application of flooring goods in as little as 16 hours. 

LPs exceptional volume stability and bonding characteristics facilitate application in light foot 
and commercial traffic areas without requiring mechanical preparation of the substrate.

Our goal is to offer robust products with exceptional volume stability, surface finish, and 
flowability. 

We are expanding the goal posts for contractors by offering non-shrinking technology 
for any application, and self-drying products where necessary.   

Learn more about Floorprep’s Self-Leveling Underlayments on our website: floorprep.com


